An advanced navigation protocol for endoscopic transsphenoidal surgery.
To report our clinical experience with an advanced navigation protocol that provides seamless integration into the operating workflow of endoscopic transsphenoidal surgery. From 32 consecutive cases of endoscopic transsphenoidal surgery, an optimal setup of continuous electromagnetic instrument navigation was created. Additionally, our standard multimodality image navigation of T1-weighted magnetic resonance (MR) images for soft tissue, MR angiogram for vascular structures, and computed tomography (CT) for solid bone was advanced by the addition of a CT surface rendering for fine paranasal sinus structures. The anatomic structures visualized and their clinical impacts were compared between standard and advanced visualization protocol. Bone-windowed CT images served as reference. The accuracy of the navigation setup was assessed by intraoperative landmark tests. Potential tissue shift was calculated by comparing pre- and postoperative MR angiograms of 20 macroadenomas. After a learning curve of 2 cases (1 ferromagnetic interference and 1 dislocation of the patient reference tracker), the advanced navigation protocol was feasible in 30 cases. Advanced multimodality imaging was able to visualize significantly finer paranasal sinus structures than multimodality image navigation without CT surface rendering, equal to bone-windowed CT images (P < 0.001, McNemar test). This was found helpful for orientation in cases of complex sphenoid sinus anatomy. The accuracy of the advanced navigation setup corresponded to standard optic navigation with skull fixation. A tissue shift of median 2 mm (range 0-9 mm) was observed in the posterior genu of the internal carotid arteries after tumor resection. The advanced navigation protocol permits continuous suction-tracked navigation guidance during endoscopic transsphenoidal surgery and optimal visualization of solid bone, fine paranasal sinus structures, soft-tissue and vascular structures. This may add to the safety of the procedure especially in cases of anatomical variations and in cases of recurrent adenomas with distorted anatomy.